
CS 1044 Program 6 Spring 2002 
 
Arrays:  Tic-Tac-Toe 
 
For this project you will implement a program to help two players with their game of tic-tac-toe. Your program will be 
required to read the player’s moves from an input file, check the legality of the moves, output the changed game position, 
check for a possible winner and determine if the game has ended.  ( If you do not know the rules for Tic-Tac-Toe visit: 
http://www.cs.pdx.edu/~bart/cs541/homework/tictactoe-rules.html and if you have never played Tic-Tac-Toe  access: 
http://www.garinet.com/tictactoe.html .) 
 
Sample input data: 
 
Here is a sample input file, named TTTmoves.txt, for the program. The first line is a title line that must be skipped. The 
second line specifies the players’ names and indicates which player is ‘X’ and ‘O’.  The third line is blank.  Each of the 
remaining lines will contain one move per line. A move line consists of the player’s label, (‘X’ or ‘O’) followed by a single 
tab and the number of the square the player has selected to place their mark (i.e. label): 

Tic-Tac-Toe Game Data
X: D Barnette O: D Allison

X 6
O 9
X 7
O 4
X 1
O 3
X 5
O 2
X 8

 
It may be assumed that each line contains the correct type of data and the correct number of values. Thus it is guaranteed 
that the second line will contain the “X:” and “O:” labels and that each will be followed by two strings giving the players’ 
initial and last name separated by whitespace. Each move line will contain a character followed by an integer. A game 
usually begins with a move by ‘X’, but your program should be able to handle either player starting first. The game board 
for tic-tac-toe will be numbered as follows: 
 

1 2 3 

4 5 6 

7 8 9 

Calculations: 
 
The program must determine if a move is legal. Illegal moves are defined as follows: 
 

1. A move by a player other than ‘X’ or ‘O’. 
2. A move to an invalid square. 
3. A move by the player who moved last, (i.e. the same player attempting to take two consecutive moves). 
4. A move to a square that already contains a mark. 

 
Illegal moves must be noted in the output file by echoing the invalid move followed by a brief error message. For the 
possible illegal moves listed above use the error messages given in the examples below: 
 
Y 5 illegal player

(see web site for output file
examples containing illegal moves).

X 0 illegal square
X 6 double move
O 1 marked square
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The possible illegal moves must be checked for in the exact order as given above. If a move contains more than one error, 
(e.g.  Z 0), only the first need be reported, (e.g.  Z 0 illegal player). 
 
After each move the program must determine if one player has won the game, (i.e. has three marks in the same row, 
column, or diagonal). Additionally the program must determine if the game is a draw, (i.e. nine valid moves have been 
made and there is no winner). This is termed a “cat” game in tic-tac-toe. The program must halt as soon as one player wins 
or a “cat” game has occurred.  
 
Sample output: 
 
Here is a partial sample output file, named TTTgame.txt, which corresponds to the input data given above: 
 

Programmer: Dwight Barnette
CS 1044 Project 6 Spring 2002

Tic-Tac-Toe game: X: D Barnette O: D Allison

Move 1: X 6
- - -
- - X
- - -

Move 2: O 9
- - -
- - X
- - O

Move 3: X 7
- - -
- - X
X - O

Move 4: O 4
- - -
O - X
X – O

Move 5: X 1
X - -
O - X
X – O

Move 6: O 3
X - O
O - X
X – O

Move 7: X 5
X - O
O X X
X – O

Move 8: O 2
X O O
O X X
X – O

Move 9: X 8
X O O
O X X
X X O

Winner: Cat

 
As usual the first two lines just identify the programmer and project. The third line is blank. The fourth line is a report label 
line. The fifth line is blank.  The following lines are in groups of four showing the move number, the player label, their 
move and the resulting tic-tac-toe board. The layout shown above must be used, with the hypen symbol, ‘-‘, representing 
unmarked squares. The last line must give the “Winner:” label followed by whitespace and the winning player label, (‘X’ or 
‘O’) or in the case of a draw the string “Cat”.  For illegal/invalid moves a single line of output is produced as described 
previously. The invalid move is then ignored and processing of the following moves proceeds. In may be assumed that 
there are at least nine valid moves in input files with no winner and at least five valid moves in every input file. 
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As always, be sure that you use the exact spelling and capitalization for the labels given above. The horizontal spacing will 
not affect Curator scoring unless you combine things that should not be combined. You may experiment with the horizontal 
layout but you must align the output neatly. 
 
Stepwise implementation: 
 
It is now time for students to plan their own stepwise implementation plans. You can base your plan upon some of the plans 
from the earlier assignments. As previously decompose the program into modules and implement each module of your 
solution in a function. By decomposing the problem into modular sub-problems and implementing the modules in functions 
one at a time you allow yourself to concentrate on solving a part of the problem at a time. Thus you will only have to test 
and verify one part of it at a time. Students who do not practice stepwise refinement often find themselves overwhelmed 
with everything that needs to be done in a program. Not decomposing a problem reduces the chance of creating a correct 
program. 
 
Evaluation: 
 
Everything that has been previously discussed in the prior specifications about testing still holds. Students should not waste 
submissions to the Curator by submitting before testing! One should not make a submission until they have verified that 
their program produces correct results on the all sample data files that are provided. If you waste submissions then you will 
most likely receive a low score on this assignment. Extra submissions will not be granted 
 
Your submitted program will be assigned a score, out of 100, based upon the runtime testing performed by the Curator 
System. Your submission of this program may also be evaluated for documentation style and good coding practices. Note: 
submissions that do not make use of user-defined functions and an array will be assigned a score of zero. The GTA 
evaluation will result in a deduction, (ideally zero), that will be applied to your score from the Curator to yield your final 
score for this project. Your submission that receives the highest score will be graded for adherence to these requirements, 
whether it is your last submission or not. There will be absolutely no exceptions to this policy!  If two or more of your 
submissions are tied for highest, the earliest of those will be graded and also evaluated by the GTAs who will assess a 
deduction for adherence to the specified programming standards. The deduction will be applied to your highest score from 
the Curator.  Therefore:  implement and comment your C++ source code with these requirements in mind from the 
beginning rather than planning to clean up and add comments later. 
 
Read the Programming Standards page on the CS 1044 website for general guidelines. You should comment your code in 
the same manner as the code given for prior programming assignments. In addition, since the programs are becoming more 
complex it is time to start producing program outlines and including them, (as comment lines of course), in your code file 
as design documentation. In particular: 
 
! For the outline of your design: 

You must include, below the program pledge, an outline program design.  The design must reflect your top-down 
functional/modular decomposition of the problem.  The design should follow the layout of the perfect number 
problem on slide 2.3 of the course notes. 

! You should have a header comment identifying yourself, and describing what the program does. 
! Every constant and variable you declare should have a comment explaining its logical significance in the program. 
! Every major block of code should have a comment describing its purpose. 
! Adopt a consistent indentation style and stick to it. 

 
Your implementation must also meet the following requirements: 
 
! Your program must use functions and an array. (Only a single dimensional array is required, but students can use 

a two-dimensional array.) 
! Array passing 
! Choose descriptive identifiers when you declare a variable or constant. Avoid choosing identifiers that are entirely 

lower-case. 
! Use named constants instead of literal constants when the constant has logical significance. 
! Use C++ streams for input and output, not C-style constructs. 
! Use C++ string variables to hold character data, not C-style character pointers or arrays. 
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! A function documentation header must precede every user-defined function. (See slide 7.23 for an example.) The 

function documentation header must contain a brief description of the function’s purpose, a list and explanation of 
the function parameters, An explanation of the function’s return value, the list of function pre-conditions and post-
conditions, and a list of the functions that call the function and all other functions invoked from this function.  

 
Understand that the list of requirements here is not a complete repetition of the Programming Standards page on the course 
website. It is possible that requirements listed there will be applied, even if they are not listed here. 
 
Submitting your program: 
 
You will submit this assignment to the Curator System (read the Student Guide), and it will be graded automatically. 
Instructions for submitting, and a description of how the grading is done, are contained in the Student Guide. 
 
You will be allowed up to five submissions for this assignment. Use them wisely. Test your program thoroughly before 
submitting it. Make sure that your program produces correct results for every sample input file posted on the course 
website. If you do not get a perfect score, analyze the problem carefully and test your fix with the input file returned as part 
of the Curator e-mail message, before submitting again. The highest score you achieve will be counted. 
 
The Student Guide can be found at:  http://ei.cs.vt.edu/~eags/Curator.html
 
The submission client can be found at: http://eags.cs.vt.edu:8080/curator/EagsCurator

Pledge: 
 
Each of your program submissions must be pledged to conform to the Honor Code requirements for this course. 
Specifically, you must include the following pledge statement in the header comment for your program: 

// On my honor:
//
// - I have not discussed the C++ language code in my program with
// anyone other than my instructor or the teaching assistants
// assigned to this course.
//
// - I have not used C++ language code obtained from another student,
// or any other unauthorized source, either modified or unmodified.
//
// - If any C++ language code or documentation used in my program
// was obtained from another source, such as a text book or course
// notes, that has been clearly noted with a proper citation in
// the comments of my program.
//
// - I have not designed this program in such a way as to defeat or
// interfere with the normal operation of the Curator System.
//
// <Student Name>
 

Failure to include this pledge in a submission is a violation of the Honor Code. 
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